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Crash Course
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Daniel Bauer (Columbia University)



2Several textbooks

… and many online resources (see at the end of the lecture) 



3What is Scala?

• General purpose, high-level language

• Created by Martin Odersky at École Polytechnique

Fédérale de Lausanne in 2001

• Uses the Java Virtual Machine (JVM)

• Interoperates with Java: can use any Java class (inherit from, 

etc.), can be called from Java code

• Multi-paradigm, focus on functional and object oriented 

programming

• Expressive, static type system

• Huge language, built on a small core



4Who uses Scala?

• Twitter 

• LinkedIn 

• Foursquare 

• Coursera 

• ···

• Used in academia and research as an alternative 
to Java



5Programming language
benchmarks game

• 10 tiny example programs, fastest implementation in 
each language. Intel 64 bit single core

• Don’t take this too seriously J



6”But Java 8 supports 
functional programming...”

• Java 8 has very basic support for lambda 
expressions

• There are many more features characterizing a 
functional language

• easy-to-use container types (lists etc.)
• lots of syntactic sugar to make programs 

more concise
• Scala has many other nice features

• type system that makes sense
• traits.
• implicit conversions
• pattern matching
• XML literals, parser combinators, ...



7Best way to learn Scala: REPL

• Interactive scala shell (just type scala)
• An interpreter for Scala: type in expressions to have them 

evaluated

• Supports importing libraries, tab completing, and all of 
the constructs in the language

• Example 

• This line includes:  an automatically assigned or user-
defined name to refer to the computed value (unnamed0) 
the type of the expression (Int)  and its resulting value

scala> 1 + 2 
unnamed0: Int = 3 



8Running Scala scripts

• A script is sequence of statements in a file, interpreted 
sequentially



9Compiling and running 
Scala applications



10

Basics



11Defining variables



12Variables and values

• var can be reassigned

• val cannot be reassigned once defined

• When in doubt, try to use val for readability and a 
more functional programming style



13Everything is an expression

• There are no statements in Scala
• Every block of code returns a value. This value can be Unit
• Compound expressions (with {...}) return result of last 

expression 
• Type of expression automatically inferred (or can make it 

explicit)

• Conditionals are expressions too



14Defining functions

• Return value of a function is the result of the 
body expression ({} are optional in this case)

• Functions are values
• Can be passed as arguments to higher order 

functions
• Can be returned by other functions
• Can be assigned to a variable



15Anonymous functions

• This function adds 1 to an Int named x

• You can pass anonymous functions around or save them into vals

• If your function is made up of many expressions, you can use {}



16PartialFunction

• A function works for every argument of the defined 
type. In other words, a function defined as (Int) => 
String takes any Int and returns a String

• A Partial Function is only defined for certain values of 
the defined type. A Partial Function (Int) => 
String might not accept every Int



17Everything is an object

• All values are instances of some class
• This is even true for basic numeric types (unlike Java)
• Can call methods on instances of these classes.



18All operators are methods



19For loops

• used in this way the result of a for expression is Unit
• Range objects



20For as an expression

• seq contains at least one generator of the form 
x <- sequence 

• seq can contain definitions and filters



21Class hierarchy for basic types



22

Collections



23Lists

• Lists are important in any functional language
• All elements of a list are of the same type
• Preserve order, can contain duplicates, and are 

immutable



24Maps

• Collection that relates unique keys to values
• Keys need to be immutable and hashable
• Iterables over (key, value) pairs



25Other collections

• Arrays

• Sets

• Strings



26Mutable and immutable collections

• A mutable collection can be updated or 
extended in place

• Immutable collections never change

• Lists are immutable
• :: and ::: create new lists

• Strings are also immutable, as in Java
• Arrays are mutable

• Scala defines mutable and immutable versions 
of many reference types



27Parametric types

• Typically want to specify type of elements of a 
collection

• Using generic classes: Any



28

Collection 
Methods



29Indexing and slicing



30Reversing and sorting



31Flatten

• Converts a collection of collections into the collection 
formed by the elements of the inner collections



32Functional methods

• Collections have methods that accept functions as 
arguments (sorting, filtering, mapping...)

• Functions are evaluated over each element, resulting 
in a new collections (with some exceptions)



33map

• Builds a new collection by applying a function to all 
elements of this collection



34map example

• Placeholder syntax: can skip parameter name if each 
parameter is used only once



35forEach

• Applies a function f to all elements of this collection 
without creating a new collection



36mapValues

• Transforms a Map by applying a function to every 
retrieved value



37filter

• Selects all elements of this traversable collection 
which satisfy a predicate



38flatMap

• Transform each element of a collection into a 
collection and flatten the results into a single collection



39groupBy

• Partitions a collection into a map of collections 
according to some discriminator function



40partition

• Partitions a collection in two collections according to a 
predicate



41reduce

• Reduces the elements of this collection using the 
specified associative binary operator



42

Pattern
Matching



43Pattern matching

• Constant patterns
• can use any literal or singleton object as pattern 
• can also use any val if its name is upper case 
• compared using equals method



44Tuples

• A tuple is a fixed-length sequence of values

• Accessing the elements
• One way of accessing tuple elements is by position
• The individual elements are named _1, _2 etc.

val ingredient = ("Sugar" , 25)
println(ingredient._1) // Sugar
println(ingredient._2) // 25



45Matching tuples

• Using tuples in pattern matching



46Matching Lists



47Partial pattern match



48Traits

• Similar to interfaces in Java

• They may have implementations of methods
• The definition of that behavior isn't checked until 

the trait is actually incorporated as part of a 
class

• But can’t contain state

• Can be multiply inherited from



49Example of traits

trait Similarity {

def isSimilar(x: Any): Boolean;

def isNotSimilar(x: Any): Boolean = !isSimilar(x);

}

class Point(xc: Int, yc: Int) with Similarity {

var x: Int = xc;

var y: Int = yc;

def isSimilar(obj: Any) =

obj.isInstanceOf[Point] &&

obj.asInstanceOf[Point].x == x;

}



50Resources
• The Scala programming language home page (see http://www.scala-lang.org/ )
• Scala API docs (see http://www.scala-lang.org/api/current/index.html )
• Scala School (by Twitter) see http://twitter.github.io/scala_school/
• The Scala wiki (see http://scala.sygneca.com/ )
• A Scala plug-in for Eclipse (see http://www.scala-

lang.org/downloads/eclipse/index.html )
• A Scala plug-in for IntelliJ (see http://plugins.intellij.net/plugin/?id=1347 )
• The Scala Programming Language as presented by Donna Malayeri (see 

http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~aldrich/courses/819/slides/scala.ppt )
• The Scala Language Specification 2.7 (seehttp://www.scala-

lang.org/docu/files/ScalaReference.pdf )
• The busy Java developer's guide to Scala: Of traits and behaviorsUsing Scala's 

version of Java interfaces(see 
http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/java/library/j-scala04298.html )

• First Steps to Scala (in Scalazine) by Bill Venners, Martin Odersky, and Lex 
Spoon, (see http://www.artima.com/scalazine/articles/steps.html )
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